
DataGalaxy is the industry’s first data catalog 
and knowledge platform delivering data culture 
and literacy across 110+ leading brands.

DataGalaxy bridges the gap between business & IT. 
User-friendly and intuitive, DataGalaxy delivers a proven 
ROI-driven alternative to traditional data governance 
tools that lack adoption.

The Data Knowledge Workplace

DataGalaxy’s interactive 
column-level lineage highlights 

impacts and causes along the 
data factory

Is DataGalaxy for you?
DataGalaxy is perfect for those 
looking for business glossary, active 
metadata management, data 
dictionary, data analytics, search and 
discovery, data lineage, data 
exploration, data traceability, data 
governance, data quality, and 
trustability.

They innovate with us
DataGalaxy animates a user-centric 
community of hundreds of clients and 
thousands of users.



Automatically catalog your data assets from 70+ mainstream 
technologies or customize your integration with our API or Python SDK
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Chrome & Edge 
extensions for a 
faster access to 

your data 
knowledge

Share the data knowledge
Business teams need lightning-speed access to 
insightful, trustable, and understandable information. 
DataGalaxy makes your data knowledge easy to 
discover, search, and share. Users can visually explore 
the data factory down to the column level with 
interactive lineages and diagrams. Get information 
directly from your work environment (Teams, Slack, Jira, 
Chrome, and Edge) to ensure your data knowledge is 
perfectly synchronized with your team's daily tools.

Manage & design 
the data knowledge
Data Product teams need automation, productivity, and 
customization. Our AI data steward Metabot performs 
tedious or repetitive tasks so your data team can focus 
on high-value tasks like animating teamwork and 
collaboration, curating data sets, or designing the future 
of your data stack. DataGalaxy's meta-model and assets 
layouts are customizable and extendable.

Scan the data knowledge
Data Ops teams can select from over 70 connectors — 
and more every week — for modern and legacy data 
stack tools to ensure real-time cataloging and data 
observability. For deeper and custom integrations, 
DataGalaxy's knowledge graph is fully open with an 
extensively documented API and a rich Python SDK.


